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This study was supported by the NASA-Langley Research Center under
NASA Contract NASI-16610 - Design and Fabrication of Research
Equipment, Task 122. It was conducted by Dr. George W. Brooks of
Engineering Incorporated, _I Research Drive, Hampton_ VA. Dr. Deane
Weidman of NASA-Langley served as the Contracting Officers Technical
Representative.
Due to the breadth of the study_ it was necessary to discuss numerous topics
with many individuals within NASA, the aerospace community, the advanced
composites industry, and the rubber specialists industry. All of them gave
freely of their time, and their advice is deeply appreciated. The writer
would particularly like to note the contributions of members of NASA-
Langleys Structures and Dynamics Division and its Fabrication Division.
Information they provided was particularly helpful in defining planned model
test facilities and state-of-the-art techniques in model construction as well
as insights into developmental trends for future full scale space station
hardware.
• INTRODUCTION
For many decades, structural dynamicists have sought simple, expedient, and cost
effective means to better understand the dynamic response of complex structures. This
search has frequently led to dynamic models for reasons including the following:
I. The forces and the manner in which they interact to produce dynamic
phenomena, including mechanical, friction, or fluid driven instabilities, are not
adequately understood.
2. The ability to analytically formulate and solve the governing equations is
limited or uncertain.
3. The gap between the analyst and physical reality is often difficult to bridge
without some experience with representative hardware.
Despite a high pace of progress with computer oriented analysis, experiments will
continue to be necessary in the foreseeable future to check the adequacy of theoretical
derivations, interpretations, and applications. Because the space station will be designed
for fractional g operations, the dynamic model provides the only realistic option for
assembling and testing it as an integrated system. Such systems studies would appear
propitious for the worlds largest flimsy structure which must be oriented and stabilized
to accuracies of the order of 0.1 degree arc.
The dynamic model also provides a convenient and effective means to evaluate the
dynamic response of major subassemblies which represent the station during the various
phases of on-orbit construction and is also a valuable tool for assessing the impact of
changes in the basic configuration, due to growth or redirection, on systems responses.
This report covers the results of limited studies which explore various options
relative to the design, fabrication, and testing of a dynamic model of the IOC space
station. An attempt was made to review as many aspects of the task as feasible and to
evolve practical approaches which will aid in the model design, fabrication, and testing




A limited study was made to evaluate options for the design, construction, and
testing of a dynamic model of the space station. Since the definition of the space station
structure is still evolving, the IOC reference configuration was used as the general
guideline.
The results of the studies, as given in the main report, treat: general considerations
of the need for and use of a dynamic model; factors which deal with the model design and
construction; and a proposed system for supporting the dynamic model in the planned
Large Spacecraft Laboratory.





hi The role of a dynamic model in the prediction of the structural dynamics
of the space station.
Approach to model design, construction, and testing.1.2
1.3 Selection of model scale and scale factors.
DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF MODEL
2.1 Primary Truss Structure






Considerations for a tube connector device to vary and control
joint stiffness.
Determination of effective stiffness of a structure and a joint in
series.
Review of scaling of extensions within a joint and an
approximation of relative motions.
Considerations for supporting the model for testing by attachment
of tangs from the truss joints.
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2.1.6 Feasibility of fabrication and testing of graphite epoxy tubes.
2.1.7 Use of air or water pressure to remove thin walled composite
tubes from cylindrical mandrels.
2.1.8 Technique for model tube selection / grading.
Modules and other masses.
Solar arrays and large antenna dishes.











Minimization of gravitation effects.
Convenience, simplicity, and minimum costs of model tests.
Safety of model structures and personnel during model assembly and
testing. ..
Discussion of factors relating to influence of gravitational effects on
model support system.
Determination of model support frequencies on cable mounting system,
3.5.1 Determination of pendular natural frequencies.
3.5.2 Determination of plunging and rotational natural frequencies.
Determination of composition of cable below support platform.
Summary of frequency separation for a l/q inch scale model with a
suspension length of 120 feet.
Nature of cables and their properties.
Considerations on selection of rubber for use in space station model
supports.
Calculation of amount of rubber cord for model support.
Approximation of weight of rubber cord for model support.
Approximation of lateral natural frequencies of model support cables.
Summary of experimental data obtained from static and dynamic tests of
a rubber sample.
Considerations relative to the number of elastic cables employed for
model support.
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3.15 Investigation of use of coil and reversed loop springs for model support.
Appendixl -
Appendix II-
Results of Experimental Tests of Additional Rubber Samples
Analysis of a Beam Suspended by Cables and Undergoing
Combined Bending and Pendular Motions
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A. THE ROLE OF A DYNAMIC MODEL IN THE PREDICTION OF THE STRUCTURAL
DYNAMICS OF A SPACE STATION
As currently conceived, the space station will consist of an assembly of special
purpose structures. These include the shuttle orbiter (when attached); pressurized
vessels for personnel habitat, laboratories and supplies; solar panels for energy collection
and radiators for thermal control; antennae for communications; and truss structures for
interconnection and support of all of these components. When these components, all
designed for minimum weight, are assembled in orbit, they will cover an area
approximately the size of a baseball field. Because of its size, configuration, ancl the
need for high structural efficiency, the integrated structure will be characterized by
slow body movements and low frequency structural responses.
The space station will be continually subjected to unsteady (time dependent) _orces
during its assembly and operational use in space. A major concern is the reaction of the
space station to external forces used to reposition, reorient, or stabilize it. If these
forces are coupled to the structure in such a way that they are dependent on the
displacement, velocity, or acceleration of the deformations of the structure, proper
phasing o_ the control forces with respect to the structural deformations is necessary to
avoid feeding energy into the structural deformations and driving the structure to
s
unacceptable amplitudes or failure. The analyses necessary to design the integrated
structural / propulsive systems to avoid unstable coupling requires a means for expressing
the spatial relationships for the motions of the structure. Any of several closed sets of
functions can be used for this purpose but the most convenient set is the set o_ natural
mode shapes for the undamped structure. This closed set of functions, the infinity of
specific shapes wherein the inertial forces generated by the vibrations of the structure at
the corresponding natural frequency exactly balance the elastic forces, offers the
advantages that they are orthogonal and characteristic. Orthogonality reduces the
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mathematical coupling by the vanishing of all integrals which involve products of
deformations of more than one mode - a substantial simplification for the analyst. The
characteristics property is advantageous because the natural mode shapes are readily
excited and "stand out" when the structure is shaken at or near the natural frequency
corresponding to the mode of interest.
What is the impact of the foregoing statements? First, prediction of the response of
the space station structure to external applied forces is critically dependent on a correct
definition of the structural properties of the integrated station in each and all of its
operational configurations. The correctness of the structural definition is reflected in
the ability of the analyst to predict the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the
°
integrated.space station structure as determined by comparison of experimental and
analyticalresults. Second, upon achievement of agreement between the calculated and
measured natural mode shapes and theircorresponding natural frequencies,the motions
of the structurecan be represented by linearsuperpositionof a "limited"number of these
natural modes. As a guideline to determining what constitutes a limited number 9 a
reasonable approach isto include allmodes whose natural frequencies range between 0.2
and 5 times the frequency of the excitingor drivingforce. However, itshould be noted
that finite element representations of the structure which adequately predict its
characteristicswill also adequately predict its dynamic response since the structural
characteristicsare the principalunknowns in the response problem. The dynamic model
provides the best and perhaps the only tool available to the designer to verify the
equations, and the values of the physicalparameters in them, used to analyticallydefine
the space stationin itsactual flightcondition. It can alsobe used to study any subcase
such as those associated with partial construction during assembly, changes in
configurationsuch as those associated with movements of the shuttleorbiter,or changes
in payloads.
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B. APPROACH TO MODEL DF-.SIGNp CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING
The actual configuration of the space station which will ultimately fly is not yet
known but the general concensus seems to be that it will be quite similar to the IOC
configuration, Figure I. A desirable dynamic model would be one which provides
opportunities for study of the overall dynamic characteristics of the "current"
configuration at the time the model is built plus the flexibility to be easily modified to
reflect changes in configuration as the program progresses. In many cases, model test
results highlight the need for, and guide development of, changes in full scale
structures. The modular concept proposed in the main report for the model provides such
options.
Because of the large size of the model and the high flexibility of its structure, it
appears impractical to obtain model support frequencies low enough to eliminate
interference between the model support system and the model natural modes.
Interference implies coupling in cases where motions of the model .are partially
restrained by the support system. In other cases, proximity of frequencies make it
difficult to establish motions of the model which do not involve the superposition of
elastic and rigid body modes. Two approaches to alleviation of this problem are
recommended. First, minimize the interference by making the support system cables as
.long as possible and by attachement of model excitation equipment in such ways as to
minimize the excitation of rigid body motions of the model on the support cables; and,
second, include the gravitational restraint forces in the differential equations of motion
used to predict the model (and full scale) characteristics and forced responses. All of the
gravitationally induced terms in the equations will contain g, which, when it exists
enables prediction of the model responses, and when it vanishes, enables prediction of the
scaled full scale station responses.















"x The testing of the space station model will be a unique experience because of its
large size, its slow response, and its fragility. The approach outlined for the design and
fabrication of the model support system appears to offer the only practical means for
housing, supporting and testing the model as an integrated system. It will be a difficult
but feasible task_ the difficulty primarily arising from the need to minimize the effects
of the support system on the dynamic characteristics of the model.
C. SELECTION OF MODEL SCALE AND SCALE FACTORS
Theoretically, the limitations on the scaling of a dynamic model reduce to the fact
that both the model and the full scale structure must satisfy the same dimensionless
equations of motion for the phenomena under study. Stated another way, the ratios of
corresponding pairs of forces (and moments) on the model must equal those for the full
scale vehicle. From the mathematical viewpoint, this is a straightforward task
achievable with any dynamically similar model, replica or distorted, large or small,
capable of generating all significant forces and moments in the correct ratios. But the
model which staisfies these necessary conditions must satisfy some tough physical
conditions to provide data which will identify, or improve the understanding of the
dynamic reponse of the full scale space station in orbit. The two more important
physical considerations are brought about by the fact that the space station will fly
principally under zero gravity conditions and outside the atmosphere, whereas the model
tests must be conducted at I g and in air at atmospheric pressure.
The fact that the model must be tested at I g means that is must be supported in
some manner which imposes restraints on its dynamic response. The effects of these
restraints on the response can be measured in terms of the ratios of the model's natural
frequencies (assuming g = 0) to the models support frequencies. It is desirable to make
these ratios as high as possible to minimize model restraint interference.
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High ratios mean small models and long, soft support systems, i.e.:
( _0structur e / _0suppor t ) ¢_ ( v/support length / model length).
The practical need to test the model in air at atmospheric pressure leads to the
imposition of aerodynamic damping forces and apparent air mass forces on the model
which have no counterpart for the full scale space station flying in orbit. But, for replica
scaling where the natural frequency of the model is inversely proportioned to its size, the
ratios of the unwanted aerodynamic forces (apparent mass and damping) to the model
inertial forces associated with vibrations are independent of model size, or scale. Hence,
the aerodynamic forces do not impact the selection of the model size - their
minimization requires the model designer to select structures such as screens, rods,
cables, etc., to properly simulate the mass and stiffness distributions of structures such
as solar panels, and radiators which have high area to mass ratios.
Thus, the selection of model scale reduces to trade-offs between the ability to
build the model and the ability to test it. The ability to build the model is a function
only of the model; the ability to test it is also contingent upon theprovision of a facility
to provide an adequate test volume. Also, because of the lack of experience in dynamic
analysis of large, flimsy, joint dominated structures, it is desirable to make the model as
-large as test capabilities will permit. The combination of these and other factors as
discussed in the main report and elsewhere leads the writer to recommend a I/_ scale
model. A summary of key factors in this recommendation includes the following:
I.
e
The model can be supported in the planned Large Spacecraft Laboratory with a
minimum of interference between model characteristics and model restraints.
The principal model structural elements are expected to be graphite epoxy
tubes. The I/_ scale tubes will be about I/2 inch diameter with wall thickness
of about 0.0[0 inch. On.the basis of his recent review of the technology for the
manufacture of graphite epoxy tubes, the writer believes the technology exists
to make suitable tubes for the I/_ scale dynamic model.
- I0-
e.
The proposed joint structure for the mode[ truss is feasible at 1/4 scale and "
offers the opportunity to "tailor" the mode[ mass and stiffness, attach modular
and payload masses to the truss structure, and attach the elastic cables for
supporting the mode[.
The I/_ scale space station model will be compatible with the existing I/Q-scale
model of the shuttle orbiter. This could represent considerable cost savings.
The I/_ scale model will span approximately I00 feet by 75 feet in planform and
weigh about I0,000 Ibs. under maximium loading conditions. Its lowest natural
frequency will be about 0.5 Hz. The writer believes that if the model is
carefully built and tested it should be possible to extrapolate the results and
experience from a I/_ scale model to the prediction and understanding ofthe
dynamic reponse of the full scale space station. It is noted in passing that I/I0
scale dynamic models of numerous smaller aerospace structures ranging from
helicopters to launch vehicles have been eminently successful.
The scale factors for the model are based on replica scaling_ i.e., those properties
of each model element which is necessarily scaled should be scaled as though the element
were a replica. For example, the model elements which would represent the habitability
modules for a complete replica model would be so stiff that treating them as rigid
elements would have negligible impact on the overall dynamic reponse of the model. But
their masses, mass moments of inertia, and stiffness of the attachments of the masses to
the keel are significant and must be scaled as though they were replica elements. Using
these design guidelines, the model scale factors are as given in Figure 2.
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SCALEFACTORS FOR PROPOSED MODEL OF IOC SPACE STATION
Primary, Factors - Replically Scaled Elements
Length (LM/L F)






Area Moment of Inertia (LM/LF) g
Displacement (L M/LF)
Velocity (LM/L F) (TF/TM)
Linear Acceleration (LM/LF) (TF/TM) 2
Angular Acceleration (TF/TM) 2
Structural Frequency (TF/T M)
Pendular Frequency (gM/gF) (LF/L M) 1/2
Force (MM/M F) (LM/L F) (TF/TM)2
Torque (MM/M F) (LM/LF)2 (TF/TM)2
Stress (MM/M F) (LM/LF) (TF/TM)2 (LF/LM)2
•Mass Movement of Inertia (MM/M F) (LM/LF)2














Figure 2. -- Scale Factors for Replically Scaled Model.
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D. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF MODEL SUPPORT SYSTEM
0
Current plans for the design of the large spacecraft structures laboratory permit
the installation of the model in the orientation shown in Figure 3. This is the
recommended orientation for several reasons including: minimization of orientational
effects, convenience9 simplicity, minimum costs of model tests, and safety of model
structures and personnel during model assembly and testing.
As shown in the derivations given in the main report, all natural frequencies of the
model support system are proportioned to l/V_ . Since the frequencies of the elastic
modes of the model will be higher than the support frequencies, large values of _ produce
wider separations between natural frequencies for elastic modes and.rigid body support
modes. The recommended model test configuration shown in Figure 3 provides the
highest values for _ and thus minimizes coupling.
The recommended model test configuration offers the advantage that nearly all of
the model assembly is accomplished with personnel positioned on the floor and working at
levels between the floor and shoulder height. In a few instances, it will be necessary to
work from a low mobile platform, but no situations are envisioned where model techni-
cians or research personnel are required to work at heights above about 20 feet. This is
primarily accomplished by suspending the model from the overhead platform which can
be moved as needed from floor to ceiling.
The assembly and testing of the space station model will be a unique experience
because of its large size and fragility. These factors impact the safety of test personnel
and the utility of an expensive piece of test hardware.
The full scale space station will be designed to function under accelerations of the
order of 0.04 g, and as a consequence of the need to minimize the weight to orbit, little
structural "fat" is expected. Hence the model, scaled to the same stress level as the
prototype, will not be able to support itself under 1 g loads except in small sections. The















Also, because of the fragility of the joints and the tubular members of the truss
structure, model test technicians must work with extreme caution to avoid application of
damaging model loads. Ground based access to most parts of the model will permit the
exercise of reasonable precautions while expediting execution of the model assembly and
testing tasks.
E. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the studies lead to the following conclusions and recommendations"
I. It is proposed that the model be 1/4 scale and that replica scaling be used, i.e.,
that the natural frequencies of the model be four times the corresponding
values for the full scale vehicle.
o
2. It is proposed that the tubular truss elements (keel, extended keel, transverse
boom 9 etc.) be made as nearly replica as technology and available resources will
permit.. An alternative to replica joints is proposed which will enable
parametric investigation of joint stiffness, free-play, non-linearity, and damping
as desired.
. It is recommended that all modules and other lumped masses which have
characteristic natural frequencies substantially higher than the fundamental
frequencies of the integrated space station be represented on the model by rigid
bodies which have appropriately scaled masses, inertias, and attachment
stiffnesses.
to Because of the high apparent mass ratio of the air surrounding model solar array
and antenna components during tests, it is recommended that these components




The combination of many factors associated with supporting the model for
testing suggests that the best, and only necessary, model support configuration
is the one which places the plane of the keel and transverse boom near and
parallel to the floor. In this orientation, the model will be supported by
approximately lO0 elastic cables which will maintain the rigid body model
frequencies substantially below the frequencies of the lower elastic modes.
Apparent air mass, support system masses and gravitational force restraints will
all impact the model test results to some degree. It is believed that the
proposed model design and test procedures will minimize these effects to the
extent that full scale hardware responses in their absence will be highly
predictable from model test results.
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l¢)l| Rlll,l..r..%'.ll, r.i _ POOR QUALITY
lwr;ilures, due lqJ the reversic.i of Ihe (ruler part._ of the :_rtiel,. din'in,.: the
long time =,eeess.lry h_ obl.nin :uh'_lu'_te i,flerual vule:mizatia,u. Where the p,'opertie_
dem:mdcd by lhe end :q_plic'lth,. Imrmit, revcr_i., c'm I:lrgely It, .vere, mm by thp
use .f the eflieienL vuleaniz:tti,,n, EV, _ystems (-lfi). The teeh,ihlue of iujoctiou
m_)hlin_ .ffers I.,Ih =uh':mt.:lge :rod disadvantage f-," n:tl, ur:,l n,bber (4T). In lids
pmee_s, rubber ('-ml.Jmui is ImSs_.l throu=h a heated Imrrel. typic:dly by ;t screw.
The sei.(,w e:m l'ceipr;)c:tle and force he:=t(M e(mM,,un,l t.hln,u_h 't 11,_zzle Jut,) '_ mold at
hi=h teml_erahlrt' (l_l- 2(I0"('). "['he fl-w l,rc_perti(,_ of natur:tl rubber e, mq,um,l_ :ire
such lhat e(msi,ler:d_le heat i._ Izener:Ited by w=wk d,ne during injeelion, re_ulti,1,., it!
r:qfid vule.miz:ili, m limt,'_ (30 see f.r thia :irlicles. perhal)S .I rain fi," :_ Im'ge item oi" I
kgj. Such rapid vuh,:ufizatiou reduces the danger of surface reversion in thick articles.
By lir, q.,r m.'milml'_tion of the processing eomliti_ms, quite eonvent i, mal vule:u|ization
systems e:m be used. although for items with thick sect, ions it may still be ,mees._.v'y to
u._e the EV or semi-EV systems. Calendering demcmstrates one of the re,st outst.aud-
ing meritr of natur'd rubber, ie, iL_ building t.:Lek, an ability to stick t_ itself rapidly and
firmly. This pruperty is invahmble in the formation of coml_site item_ which h.tve
to be bt,i]t up, eg, a conveyor belt made by e'dendering :rod plying up; fro" this re.'=_m
alone at least a portion of natural robber is commonly used in such artiek.,s. The other
requirements of e:tlendering, ie, smoothne,_ and consistent dimensim_s, are readily Ob-
trained by control of eoml)ound viscosity and e:dendering conditions. It, is one of the
consequene_ of the ready breakdnwn of natural rubber th-_t enmpound viscosity can
e_ily be reduced to a suitable value by milling. Extrusion is performed a_ usual.
When die s_i:ell is high and extruded surf:_ee,_ tend to be rough, as with unfilled com-
pounds, superior proees.,ing robbers or proee._s aids I'A.'_O or I'A57, all ofwhich "_re
made from prevulea,dzed latex, can be used (4s). In additiou to reducing die swell
•rod smoothing extrusion, tlmse materials reduce collapse of extruded sections dt,,'ing
further proees._ing. I'A._ is a masterbateh materitd nmde from a mixture of 4 parts
pmvule:mized and I part natural ltttex (28); 1'A57 is PASO phts 40 phr of a light-
"i'aide 4. Physical C.onstant_ of V.h'anited Nulutal II.i_ber
Unfilled Carlm" blaek-fiUed
I_tm rul)l_=r ruhl,er "
I It I I I )" ha:'dnes_ 45 ('_
len._ile ._Ircng! h, kl¢, em= 2,_(I 210
eh.,g_litm at. lu'cnk, % fi.";l) 420
Y.ung'._ n._hdu.% kg,'em _ 19 5!)
shear m=.hthu'_,klz/cm = 5.4 13.7
bulk m,shflus, kg.'em t 10,011(I 12,0(1(I
Poise;oil's rail. 0.5 0.5
rt..silienee, % ,_q Gl)
veltwily ,)f m,,)d, fl,:,_oe 1211 ]211
,,,pecific Ilrnvil y O. 9._ I. II;
.M_eeific heat (1.45 It. 4 I.
lhernml c_mduelivil.t', rel._lltm It, water O. 23 I1.31
_,,.flh'i(',l .f cubic exlmn.,=i.n, °C fi7 X III-= . 7)6 X I0-_
el,,c.triral resistivity, ll-clU ._ 1.7 X I0" 3 X I() i_
dieleelri,. ('I II IS| i%111. 3 |._
iwwer fn,.It_r II.(X)2 0. I
• ll:lll). ]t_lermili,m:tl l;ul,l,_.r ll:,'dt,'s._ l)t'l_rel.'s.
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¢
V,d. 12 R,d, ber, ,Y,,t.r.l 19[
"r=,lde S. "l')pic.-d Nalur-',l Iluhbcr COmlX,nml._
C-nvryor Bridgt:
bell c.vcr, bearing,
eartlimovcr other While- Tcml;erat ure-
Type of tread, and enginL_ring lilh.d re.-.i..,tant
_Uil1|_Itlitll shh;wail ilcnt_ t', Jli|li{)tLlid L't)ll||_)illid
n:Lt,u'al ruld_r, sheet
,r bhwk 100 100
n;ttur:d ruhher, pale crepe " IUO
hm'-st ructure [IA F"-black 45
• Sit F'.-Idack 40
ahlll|ilUlnl .,ilir:ttv 60
pr,,cc.-_soil- 5 2 I
zinc oxide 5 5 5
_tearic acid 2 1 2
auti,_xid'mt /anl ioztnuu_t 2 2 1
wax 2 2 2-3
CBS" 0.5 1 O. 7
.M()IL _
"L'.X/TI }"
.sulfur 2.5 2 2. :l
ctlrc_[ 30'/1410C 2tY.:I41°C 3tJ'.,'141°C
IRIID hanlm-_s 62 5_ 63
tcnMle ..,Irengl it, kg/rttz" 01D 264 240
elong:tlion at hreak, % 590 550 625
t e-',r r t2_li.,,;I ;u tl_ /
kglllihi tit 2L°C 4 3
•after agiltg 21 d:.Lys :tl I(X)°C I
/et,silu st rcngt It, kg ',-m s

















" IIAF, high-abrasion furn;tre black.
t Sill', aemi-minforring furnare black.
• CBS, :V-cychdmxyll)enz.thiaztdc_2-sulfenantidc.
MOIL 2-(4-nun'phulinyl tnurcai,t,,)-imnzothiaz, dc.
• TMTI), letr:tmetitylthiurant di.sullkic.
! .Split ._trip -',t 2OOC in which the two cords of _ central split ahmg tim h:ngth ,,f :t tc..,t piece
I X O in. a,re I)ullvd tt.p:trt at 4 in./n|in {2;;7).
coh,rcd non.stainii,g oil (49). S¢_ al._) Injection Moldir,g under _IoL|)in6; .XII':hT
EX'I'I{ lr.',410 N; CALENDI_ILIN(L
St,nu inq,)rta,tt l)hy._ica] .C.Ol|Stal|L,I of _,'ulcanizc_.[ liattll':l] rtlbl)er _.tl'e listed tit
T:d)h- 4; T:d)lc 5 list,_ rvcil)us and characturi._tics of soinu tyl)ical nutur'd rubber com-
l),...ls.
L,lill._x..TI., CUllll_tlllldillb_(if ll;tlll':tlI'III)I_I..Tlatex is,illi}l'ili¢'iitl(b:silnilal"!o lh'll td"
d'T naluralrul)l,.,'.There arc,Imw(:ver,tw,,majur dilTere,,'c_,l.'irsl,IK.catL_elalc×
rqmll)¢_tlnd..sarc inixc'd aL I'IRIlIIClnl)t,rattlrc, highly arl ire vllh'aniz:tlioli _y:_lt.qll_Call hc
u._'(l,which cnabh;vuh:a,fizalionh)l)el)erfi)rnt,.dalIcnll)el';|lUl'eS l,cl.w100°C. Indry
rl,bbcr, sm.h .syslems are dillit.ult(,rimlM)s.sibh, to us. I)('_'ause the ht':Lldeveloped in
mixing c:ut_e.s Ir'emalui't. vuh':vlizalion, or _ro,'eh. Sc,'t..lly, lhe ,'ei,ff.r,'i.garli.n
.f fillers,wl,irh is of m:,j.t, iml;,..l:tl..t,in dry rul,h{,r, is ,.,I {d,l;dlmhh. i,l n.rnmlly
pr.r,':,_ud l:dex r,,,ig,.umls. This is bt_':,u.. ,'ci,,f,,rr_.,,..utis d.w,l.p,.l (,nly by mas-
















The need for nil instrument to lnnke measttrements of s_)me cure-dependent
property cmltinuously while cure is taking place and at the cm'ing teml)eral ure so that
a curing curve can be pr_duced with g_M)dprecisi_,_ has been satisfied with the cure
meters, eg. tbe oscillating disk cure meter (ASTM I) 208,1-79). The Plasti-Corder is
another instrument which can he used to measure the rhe,l.gical properties of ruhher
and plastics and it is very versatile (96). The Plasti-Corder can be used to measure
compound .r polymer flow characteristics over a wide range of shear rates and lem-
peratures. The relative power requirements fi_r different stocks can he predicted by
the insl rument. The extruskm perfc,rmance _f rubher coral)trends can be predicted
from the Brabender curves. Generally, as the trace bandwidth increases, the extrusion
quality decreases.
The extrudability of unvulcanized elastomeric compounds (ASTM D 2320-78)
can be determined using ASTM Extrusion Die No. 1, Garvey type, which has a tri-
angular shape. Systems for rating extrusions are described, and formulas and their
preparation are given for compounds of known extrusion characteristics to allow each
laboratory to evaluate its own technique. Since extrusion machines differ from labo-
ratory to laboratory, those methods outline techniques to minimize differences in
testing approaches between tubers.
Capillary rheometry is one of the few techniques available that cove_ the total
range of shear rates involved in rubber processing. In one industrial method, the output
rate of the extrudate is determined by applying ccmstant pressure on the piston. The
corresponding pressure is measured when a constant rate of piston movement is ap-
plied to give a fixed extrusion rate. The Monsanto Processability Tester (MPT) is
designed with an advanced constant-rate capillary rheometer with die swell and re-
laxation measuring capability.
Vulcanizates. There are two types of tests for vulcanizates. In the first type, the
tests are either of specimens especially molded for the purpose or of specimens cut
from a finished product. In the second type the tests are of the product itself, either
in actual service or in machines designed to simulate or exaggerate conditions. The
following discussion applies only to tesLq of the first type.
Tension. The stress-strain test in tension is the most widely used test in the
rubber industry. It is extremely useful for analyzing compound development, aiding -
in manufacturing control, and determining a compound's susceptibility to natural
and artificial aging. Tensile strength and ultimate elongation values, however, have
little significance for design or application Engineers, since they cannot be used in
'design calculations and they bear little relation to the ability of a rubber part to perform
its function.Tensile strength and elongation proper.ties serve as an index to the general
quality of a rubber part. Rubber compounds less than 6.9 MPa (1000 psi) in tensile
strength are usually poor in most mechanical properties and those with tensile
strengths over 20.7 MPa (3000 psi) are usually good in most mechanical properties.
In the middle range, which is applied to most rubber products, correlation is at best
haphazard between tensile strength and such properties as flex life, compression set,
abrasion resistance, and resilience. In the standard test the specimen has a dumbell
shape and is cut from a sheet with die C as described in ASTM D 412-80 and is ca 2.0
4. 0.2 mm thick. The test is conducted at room temperature and the jaws which grip
the tab ends of the dumbbell specimens are separated at the rate of 8.5 mm/s. By means
of.suitable devices, the load required to elongate the specimen is recorded for each
100% extension of the restricted portion of the dumbbell, and both the eh_ngation at
I, . -.;
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break and the tensile strength at break are rcc,rded. The h_a(I reqL,ired t_ eh,ngate
to a specified elongation, eg. 300%, is referred to as tile modulus of t he material.
The values of stress at each increment of ehmgation and at break are calculated
on the basis of the original, unstressed crc_ss secti{_n, rather than the aefual cr{_ss secti{m
at the time the measurements are made. If it is assumed thai n(_ change in x'(;lume
occurs during stretching, it fl_llows that for a conventional tensile streng! b value of
20.7 MPa (3000 psi) and an ultimate elongatio,i _Jf 90(_,, the actual stress at break on
the cross-sectional area at the instant _f breaking is
20.7((900/100) + 1) = 207 MPa (30,000 psi)
Nonslaudard tests are frequently made with specimens larger or smaller than
die C or thicker or thinner than 2.0 4. 0.2 mm. The rate of jaw separation can he varied
as can the testing temperature. All these condi!ions influence the results obtained.
In the United States much of the work of tensile testing is (hme on a Scott tensile-
testing machine which has a pendulum dynamometer. These machines are considered
accurate only at 15-8,5% of their maximum rated capacity. The Instron and Accr-O-
Meter include strain.gauges in their weighing system; thus they are useful in studying
the low strain portion of stress-strain curves.
Hardness. Hardness (qv) is the relative resistance of the surface to indentation
by an indenter of specified dimensions under a.specific load. The objective of a
hardness test is to measure the elastic modulus of the rubber compound under con-
ditions of small strain. This property is one which is closely related to product per-
formance, since most rubber products in use are subjected to relatively small strains.
The ASTM hardness testing methods are ASTM D 2240-75, D 141.5-68 (197.5), and
D 531-78. ASTM D 531 (Pusey and Jones indentation) is used mainly for roll com-
pounds.
The assumption that hardness is a close measure of stiffness may be problematic
when testing rubber products such as motor mounts. There is a stress-strain rela-
tionship between hardness and stiffness, but. it is established for two entirely different
kinds of deformation. Hardness is derived from small deformations at the surface,
whereas stiffness measurement._ are derived from gross deformations of the entire mass.
Because of this difference hardness is not a reliable measure of stiffness.
Set, Creep, and Hysteresis. No rubber vulcanizate is perfectly elastic, and a great
many tests are employed to measure the extent to which a material fails to be perfectly
elastic. These can be grouped into static or long-time tests and dynamic or short-time
tests. Among the static tests are tests of permanent set in terms of tension or com-
pression, creep, and stress-relaxation. Perhaps the most common of these is the per-
manent-set test in compression (ASTM I) 395-78), in which a specimen 12.7 mm thick
and 28.7 mm in diameter is compressed between flat plates and compressed for a
specified time at the desired test temperature, after which the compressing force is
released and the specimen alhJwed to recover for a specified peri(_ of time. The height
of the specimen is then measured and the permanent, unrecovered height is noted.
This type of test is useful in developing materials or predicting the perfi_rmance of
a product which is utilized in compressive strain.
Permanent set in tension (ASTM D 412-80) is the permane,_t deft_rmation caused
by tensional forces. The tension-set tests are seldom used in practice except in the wire
industry.




important in motor mounts, since it influences tile space relationships between various
parts of equipment, li. is difficult to predict creep for a given application withoqt
conducting simulated service tests because several filctors influence creep, especially
the amount of strain, temperature, and changes in these two resulting from vibrat.ion.
The higher the initial strain, the higher the creep; also the higher the temperature,
the higher the creep. The degree of creep depends on the type of strain. Creep is greater
under tension strain than under equal shear or compression strain. Creep is also greater
under dynamic loading than under static loading.
Stress relaxation of a cured rubber is the loss in stress with time at a constant
deformation. A method of measuring stress relaxation in compression is described
in ASTM D 1390-76. Stress relaxation is an important characteristic of a rubber gasket
in its ability to maintain a seal.
The dynamic group of tests includes rebound tests and free-vibration tests either
at resonance or at a frequency avoiding resonance. The objective in these tests is
generally to determine the hysteresis or energy lost under the particular conditions
employed, although the determination of the dynamic stiffness of the material is also
important. One of the most widely used of these tests is the free-vibration test with
the Yer'zley oscillograph (ASTM D 945.79), whereby the specimen is vibrated either
in compression or inshear and a damping curve is obtained from which the more im-
portant properties can be calculated. Another widely used method is the determination
of hysteresis by means of the Goodrich Flexometer (method A of ASTM D 623-78).
A cylindrical specimen L7.8 mm in diameter and 2.5 mm tall is vibrated at 30 Hz under
controlled conditions of load, stroke, and ambient temperature. The temperature rise
at the base of the specimen is measured and this is considered a measure of the hys-
teresis defect of the material under the particular conditions employed. Method B
of ASTM D 623-78 describes the Firestone flexometer, which also vibrates the speci-
men at a constant amplitude. Method C of ASTM D 623 describes the St. Joe flexo-
meter, which vibrates the specimen at either a constant load or a constant ampli-
tude.
Impact resilience is determined in accordance with ASTM D 1054-79, also known
as the Goodyear-Healy method. A free-falling pendulum hammer is dropped against
a specimen. The resilience is the height to which it rebounds, expressed as the per-
centage of the height from which it was dropped.
Cracking and Crack Growth. The flexing resistance of a rubber compound is its
ability to withstand fatigue resulting from repeated distortion by extension, bending,
or compression. This flexing fatigue may result in several different types of failure.
The most imp_wtant fat igue failure is popularly called flex cracking. The cause of this
failure is twofidd: stre._ breaking of rubber chains and cross-links and, more important,
oxidation accelerated hy heat buildup in flexing. This type of cracking occurs in tires,
shoe soling, and belting. Both flex cracking and ozone cracking can be considered in
two parts: initiati_m of cracks and crack growth.
ASTM D 430-7;_ methods B and C describe procedures'by which the initiation
of cracks and their subsequent growth can be measured. With some materials the
initiaticm of cracks, as measured in method B, is slow and erratic, but once initiated'
they grow quite rapidly. 1"o measure the growth of initiated cracks, a specimen as used
in the initiation test is cut or pierced with a sharp tool at the base of the groove, and
the rate of growth _f this cut is mea._ured as a function or"the hi;tuber of flexures
(ASTM D 813-59) (L978L Method C, involving a specially molded, grc_ved specimen
is used outd_ors and in an ozcme box to determine crack initiation and growth.
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